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Jackie Schlegel <jackie@texansforvaccinechoice.com>

Heather call 
1 message

Jackie Schlegel <jackie@texansforvaccinechoice.com> Wed, Nov 3, 2021 at 8:26 AM
To: Matt Langston <MLangston@engageright.com>

1. Matt’s general unresponsiveness 
2. Jackie Nearly broke the contract with ER because Matt didn’t know what was going on between AH/TN and TFVC:

they feel like I don’t know what’s going on between Matt/ER and TFVC
3. Matt says “Hurry get it done” but then then is  slow respond and approve 
4. Confusion on Jackie's schedule : there is suppose to be a phone call with Jackie, Matt and heather to

discuss:  never happened 
5. Team feels like they have Lack Ownership of the tasks
6. Team feels normal projects have been dismissed 
7. Team feels they should be in the loop on Rennaker e-mails
8. Team confused on why we promoted a peaceful protest when this messaging goes against our normal message 
9. Abbott email : matt doesn't care the feedback was negative 

10. Team meeting  often canceled: matt was a no show on three calls 
11. Overall Lack of Strategy and minimal input allowed from team 
12. Lack of communication from TFVC to members 
13. Matts's role: not clear. They have been told he is the middle man but didn't know he had any authority. 
14. Confusion on Jackie popping in for legislative session
15. Confusion on strategy for legislative session, Heather was not copied on emails nor included on Regan/ matt calls 
16. MCC’s are asking where I am and why I am absent 
17. IRS: call not happen, Heather moved on without Matt
18. Regan is not happy and feels she is on a short leash 
19. No oversight on MCC events , star held an event with no approval or knowledge 
20. Matt doesn’t have understanding of MCC 
21. They can do team calls without matt leading 

Sent from my iPhone


